
CHEETAH CONSERVATION FUND 
NAMIBIAN FARMER’S PREDATOR QUESTIONNAIRE 

Name_______________________________________       Date_______________________________ 
Mailing Address______________________________    Farm Name:_________________________ 
        Farm Number:_______________________ 

                            ______________________________    Type of Farm: Stock Farm:____Game Farm:____Both:___ 
         
 WE WOULD APPRECIATE YOU ANSWERING THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS CONCERNING THE PAST YEAR: 
 
How many stock losses have you had in the past year due to cheetahs?   # calves:________, # goats:_______, # sheep________ 
How many stock losses have you had in the past year due to leopards?  # calves:________, # goats:_______, # sheep________ 
How many stock losses have you had in the past year due to other predators?      # calves:________, # goats:_______, # sheep________
 
During the past year has the number of cheetah on your farm increased or decreased from the previous year?  
Increased__________Decreased___________Remained the Same_____________ 

What makes you think this? Increase of stock loss?________,Decrease of stock loss? _______More sighitngs or spoor?_______, Less 
sightings or spoor?___________ Other reasons?______________________________________________________________________ 

During the past year would you consider your cheetah problem to be: Greater_________, Less_________, No Problem___________ 

Do you have a cheetah problem? Yes: _____________, No:________________ Why?:_________________________________ 
 
During the past year has the number of leopard on your farm increased or decreased from the previous year?  
Increased__________Decreased___________Remained the Same_____________ 

What makes you think this? More stock losses? ______ Less stock losses?______More sighitngs or spoor?_____, Less sightings or 
spoor?___________ Other reasons?__________________________________________________________________________________

During the past year would you consider your leopard problem to be: Greater_________, Less_________, No Problem___________ 

Do you have a leopard problem? Yes: _____________, No:________________ Please comment__________________________________

Please comment on problems you have had with other predators the past year: ________________________________________________

How many cheetah or leopard have you removed from your farm in the past year? 
 

 CHEETAHS LEOPARD 

 No. Males 
(approx. age) 

No. Females 
(approx. age) 

No. Males 
(approx. age) 

No. Females 
(approx. age) 

No. Live Trapped 
No. Shot 

No. Trophy Hunted 
No. Sold  Alive 
No. Skins Sold 

    

 

Have you changed your Stocking Rates? Yes:____, No:____, If yes by what percentage?_________________Why?__________________
Has this increased or decreased your predator problems?__________________________________________________________________
Over the past year have you changed any of your farming practices or management techniques that has influenced (positively or 
negatively) the predator situation on your farm?  Yes: _____, No:______ Please explain_________________________________________

Other comments, suggestions or ideas that you would like to share with us?__________________________________________________



 
 

CHEETAH SIGHTINGS AND/OR SPOOR REPORT 

Name:______________________________________  Farm Name:_____________________________________Farm#:___________ 

Date            Where sighted? 
(estimate    Waterpoint (WH) 
  to month   Roadway (R) 
 or season   Playtree (PT) 
 ie: wet/       Savannah (S) 
 or dry        Med Bush (MB)  
                    Thick Bush (TB) 

Number of  
Cheetah  
Sighted 
 

Number of 
Spoor 
(fresh or 
older) 

 List Number, Sex and Age 
Adult (A) 
Juvenile (J) 
Cubs (C) (small or med) 
Male (M) 
Female (F) 

Comments 

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

Thank you for your continued participation in our research and conservation efforts.  We greatly appreciate your record keeping and  
Comments, as we are continually trying to obtain more accurate information on cheetah distribution, sex and age classes.  Your input is 
very valuable.  Please remember that we are always happy to help you with your cheetah questions, problems or concerns.  Please call 
CCF is you trap or kill a cheetah, as we would like to collect samples for our research.  Also, we are trying to collect cheetah feaces, so 
If you have a play tree and could periodically drive by and collect some it can be put in a plastic bag and sealed to dry or can be frozen. 

   If you kill a cheetah, internal body parts can also be frozen prior to our collection. 

We have been asked by several farmers to change this reporting paper to make it easier to record.  If you 
have any ideas as to what would make reporting easier, please let us know!!!!  Your information is so 
important, we want to make it as simple as possible while gaining information. We need your feed back.   
THANKS 
  
PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM TO: 
CHEETAH CONSERVATION FUND   PHONE: 067 306225  or   081 1245679 
P.O. BOX 1755      FAX:  067 306247   
OTJIWARONGO     Email: cheeta@iafrica.com.na




